The reverse-phi illusion has been one key to understanding the use of correlation for motion perception in humans and many other animals. A new study finds the source of this illusion at the cellular level in fruit flies.
An electric fan sits in my office under old fluorescent lights, and when I switch it on and the blades circle faster, they appear briefly to move backwards, just before becoming an indistinct blur. Like many people, I noticed this illusion as a fascinated child, then stopped noticing it as a boring adult. But studying vision renewed my interest as I learned how tremendously important optical illusions -such as the stroboscopic wagon-wheel illusion of my fan -have been to understanding visual processing in the brain. Determining how our senses are tricked often reveals the precise computations that generate ordinary sensory experiences. In this issue of Current Biology, Salazar-Gatzimas et al. [1] go a step further and report the neural origin of an illusion in fruit flies. Reversephi motion advances an image while simultaneously reversing its contrastdark features become bright, bright features become dark, and this creates the perception of backwards motion in a host of animals [2] . Salazar-Gatzimas et al. [1] imaged fluorescence responses of the neurons that perform motion detection in the fly brain to study the illusion as it was created.
Motion detection is one of the most ubiquitous operations that visual systems perform [3] . Most animals, true to their name, are fairly animate, traversing through their environments, and motion detection allows them to do this accurately. When you walk, images of the world drift over your eye and tell you whether you are moving as intended. And when animals around you move, their images give away their location and heading, revealing opportunities such as prey if you are hunting, or dangers such as predators if you are being hunted. In each case, physical motion causes patterns, colors, and boundaries to slide onto new locations on your retinas. As time goes by (Dt), moving image features displace to new locations (Dx), while static ones do not ( Figure 1A ). But this trove of useful information does not just fall out of the light signal. The number of dynamic scenes our eyes can in principle transduce is staggering [4] -it is part of what makes eyes so useful -and with the exception of pitch darkness, you will probably go through life without ever seeing the exact same scene twice. This unending variety of visual scenes means motion detection cannot be accomplished by some lock and key sensory fit, but requires a robust, general algorithm.
The possible computational underpinnings of visual motion analysis were put forward over 60 years ago with a remarkable study in which walking weevils attempted to turn as they watched stripes changing intensity [5, 6] . Hassenstein and Reichardt found that if a bright stripe was followed, after a slight delay, by an offset bright stripe, weevils turned in the direction of the offset. This also worked if the stripes both darkened. But if one brightened and the other darkened, weevils steered in the opposite direction. The model they proposed to explain this, known as the Hassenstein-Reichardt Correlator, or HRC, used a temporal filter to bring a feature detected at one facet into register with another one detected later ( Figure 1B ). For a moving object the temporal filter synchronizes the facet that detects it first with the facet that detects it second. How will the brain know when these signals agree? Hassenstein and Reichardt used signed multiplication, a nonlinear step that multiplied the two positive co-occuring brightness increments (or the two negative brightness drops), to yield a positive response -steering with the offset. When the brightness signs do not match, the multiplication of a negative and a positive produces a negative result -and steering in the other direction. Correlations from many local detectors could be integrated to form wide fields of motion sensitivity, like neurons found in the blowfly brain [7, 8] .
Although some motion responses are more complex [9] , with simple elaborations and modifications [10] [11] [12] , the correlator model accounts for a vast range of animal behavior.
But it was difficult to imagine individual neurons capable of signed multiplication handling all combinations of positive and negative luminance changes [13, 14] . Instead, careful studies showed that motion processing pathways are segregated into parallel channels, called ON, that respond to brightness increments, and OFF, that respond to decrements, which are realized in the T4 and T5 cells in the optic lobes of the fly brain [3] . These are the first directionally sensitive neurons in the visual pathway. T4 and T5 are further divided into four subgroups each, which respond to progressive, regressive, upward, and downward motion, for a total of 8 types. But while parallel pathways resolved one set of problems, they introduced another-how are signals from the split pathways processed for natural scenes, which contain many light and dark contrasts that must be perceived coherently?
To explore this question, Salazar-Gatzimas et al. [1] took advantage of the reverse-phi optical illusion [1] . When an image moves, as in Figure 1A , there is some correlation between its luminance at one time and location and at a later time and offset location. We can simulate this effect by rapidly displaying discrete images with a physical offset and correlated luminances, giving the sensation of continuous motion ( Figure 1C ). This is called phi motion (or beta [15] ), and it is the basis of movies, television, and the mouse pointer moving over your computer screen -discrete images in series deliver a sensation of motion. But if instead of correlating the luminances we reverse them, flickering between dark and light in subsequent frames, the resulting scene still produces a sensation of motion but in the opposite direction ( Figure 1C ). This is reverse-phi, and searching for examples of these illusions yields scenes that produce a powerful sensation of backwards motion. It is also the stimulus that caused weevils to change direction in Hassenstein and Reichardt's original experiment. Researchers have noticed this stimulus is not just an artificial construct, but a component of regular moving images [16] ( Figure 1C) .
In flies, Salazar-Gatzimas et al. [1] began by silencing T4 and T5 and confirming they are required for reverse-phi detection. Walking flies normally follow a pattern as it moves, but move opposite to a reverse-phi pattern. Just as for phi motion, flies lacking T4 and T5 did not respond to reverse-phi, indicating the same cells process both the regular patterns and the illusion. They then imaged the neurons during visual stimulation and found that T4 and T5 responded in a way consistent with behavioral responses. For example, a T4 cell that responds to progressive phi motion also responds to regressive reverse-phi motion ( Figure 1D ). This confirmed that the motion illusion is present at the earliest possible stages of motion detection, at the first cells that show direction selectivity. Because reverse-phi stimuli combine both ON and OFF edges, this implies that, despite the description of T4 as ON and T5 as OFF, these cells each get input from both ON and OFF. Both ON and OFF contrasts additionally appear together in natural moving images, and each T4 and T5 cell type responds to one phi and one reversephi type of motion. By having a single cell type respond to complementary sets of stimuli, the signals are effectively decorrelated, especially when stimulated by natural signals. Decorrelation is an important aspect of efficient information processing and a force in nervous system evolution [17] . This could itself account for the emergence of the reverse-phi illusion.
As a large animal, my inability to dispatch a tiny annoying fly with roughly one million-fold fewer neurons than me [18] can sometimes feel like a cosmic practical joke. But by loading such impressive behaviors into a small, accessible nervous system, insects have enabled tremendous progress towards understanding how animals turn sensory inputs into coherent behaviors. Motion detection in flies has rapidly become one of the best understood examples of complex information processing in all of neuroscience. By pinpointing the cellular origin of an optical illusion, this new work reveals details about the implementation of motion correlation in the insect brain, and sheds light on the processing strategies that so effectively gather information from natural scenes. (D) Apparent motion stimulates different subtypes of T4 and T5 neurons. When the advancing edge stays the same color, it stimulates the ON or OFF cell corresponding to its brightness and direction. When the brightness reverses, it stimulates the cell that is complementary to the phi response, with each cell type thus responding to one phi and one reverse-phi stimulus.
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